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Children love card tricks, and with this book by an expert in magic and card conjuring, youngsters

will be able to master a host of tricks especially designed for them.Tricks are arranged in order of

difficulty, with the simplest at the beginning of the book. Clearly written, easy-to-follow instructions

and over 60 helpful diagrams take aspiring magicians through each step â€” from preparing and

manipulating the cards to developing a line of patter (a necessary ingredient for any successful

performance).Newcomers to the art of performing card tricks need no special skills â€” just a

willingness to practice â€” to accomplish such astonishing stunts as finding a card under seemingly

impossible conditions, causing a card to rise mysteriously from the deck, reading the spectator's

mind, and 27 other mind-boggling maneuvers.
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Bought these magic books for our 7 year old. He enjoys doing magic and likes to look through them

to learn new tricks. They aren't as easy to read for a 7 year old as I thought they would be, but he

still enjoys them!

Great book. Bought it for my 11 year old and she is able to teach herself how to do the tricks - good

for a magician to be able to do!



My grandson recently discovered magic tricks using cards. I purchased this book so he could learn

more tricks and he has been very pleased with the tricks in this book.

I bought this for my 7 year old daughter, who wants to be a magician.The instructions read about

like an instruction manual for a 1984 audio system. I had to read it a couple of times before

deciphering it. She quickly lost interest in it because it was too frustrating for her to figure out all the

instructions for the tricks to work.Not written with kids comprehension levels in mind, perhaps they

meant it for older kids, but it's really not easy for anyone to decipher.

Gave this to a friend'Soren for a bday gift. He seemed to be excited about trying it. It was a good

"non-techie" gift for a kid who has everything:)

This book teaches kids (children as young as 5) to do some very impressively "magical" card tricks.

I worked with my 6 year old grandson on a couple of tricks he then did for his dad who was watching

closely. Dad was amazed he couldn't figure out how his son had done each trick and kept saying,

"Do it one more time so I can figure it out." He couldn't.

This is the perfect gift for a 10 and 12 year old. So, I ordered it for my neighbor (who just turned 10)

He loves it and so does his 12 year old brother!

Actually, a little hard for ME, the adult to understand, but I am a complete beginner. This is good for

your brain. And your dexterity. And your showmanship skills. Thrill the little kids with this, those who

are 8+ yrs old - if younger, magic does not surprise them.
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